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Of all artistic forms, theatre stands
out as the most elusive and ambi-
guous. Theatre is motion and words,
song and dance, without being any
one in particular. Rather, it rises
from their possible combinations,
each of which is unique, unpredicta-

ble and unrepeatable. Theatre is
typically a conventional space and so
the buildings erected by the Euro-
pean civilizations to host performing
arts have always observed this rule,
by creating architectural structures
inspired to this concept.

theatres
Scenic spaces
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Lombardia

Milan hosts a music festival called “Antichi Organi un Patrimonio di Milano”, created to pro-
mote the precious cultural heritage of the organ, the most traditional church instrument. Since
this year, the concert season at San Vincenzo in Prato basilica and Fatebenefratelli Hospital’s
chapel will include the cycle “Points Orgue”, a series of performances based on Milan’s litur-
gical calendar. Each concert also features a programme of Anthems of Saint Ambrose,
where the fascination exerted by ancient music mixes with the spiritual and cultural value
transmitted to the city by the saint. Apart from the anthems, some brief chorales are per-
formed, expressly created by contemporary composers.
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Milan being considered the moral
capital of Italy is not only due to its
financial supremacy and economic
entrepreneurship. This accolade al-
so stems from deeper and non-fi-
nancial motives, including Milan's
historical role, as driver of cultural
development and of the national
unification process. There is a place
which possibly is the best suited to
symbolize the past function of new
energies catalyst: the Teatro alla
Scala, not for chance among the
most celebrated theatres all over the

world. It was designed according to
the neoclassical criteria by Giusep-
pe Piermarini and inaugurated in
1778, just when Melodrama was
entering into full maturity, having
abandoned its empty, rhetoric and
virtuoso self-concerned features.
After the death of Bellini and Do-
nizetti, Giuseppe Verdi remained
the uncontested champion of Ita-
lian Melodrama, which (notwith-
standing the long rivalry with Wa-
gner) kept on triumphing over all
European publics.
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La Scala, probably the world’s most famous opera house, opened in 1778, but the roots of
La Scala Ballet Company go back to centuries earlier. The history of this company, still
maintained at La Scala, is closely interwoven with the history of ballet itself. In fact, ballet
started emerging as a proper genre just at the Renaissance courts of Italy, notably in Milan,
ruled by the Sforza family. La Scala’s academy trained the most celebrated stars of the
romantic ballet, such as Carlotta Grisi and Fanny Cerrito. Once left the company, these
dancers used to join many theatres across Europe, thus becoming the first ever generation
of classic dancers. To date, this tradition is kept alive by well-known celebrities such as
Carla Fracci, Liliana Cosi, Luciana Savignano, Paolo Bortoluzzi, and Alessandra Ferri.
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Verdi and La Scala shared the in-
tense years of the Risorgimento.
The theatre echoed with the po-
werful Verdian choruses, which
often, in the attempt to avoid the
Austrian censorship, conveyed the
patriotism and cry for freedom
and independence by citing events
of other oppressed peoples. The
very famous choruses in “Nabuc-
co”, “Ernani”, “I Lombardi alla
prima crociata”, nourished the ru-
ling class and the intellectual eli-
tes, which converted these ideal
vibrating concepts into a tangible
project. Achieving this objective
brought about the end of the age
of rebellion and liberation con-
flicts. It also marked a turning
point in Verdi's work and for La
Scala's audience. The patriotic
passion gave way to a renewed in-
terest in what today is referred to
as the “inner self ”: stories of hu-
man sorrows, degradation, and re-
demption which Verdi sang in
“Rigoletto” and “La Traviata”.
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La Scala’s Theatre Museum contains one of the most important collections in the world. It con-
sists of relics and portraits of great artists; a precious series of archaeological pieces and
items related to art, drama, and Commedia dell’Arte; stage costumes; jewel sets, antique
woman’s opera binoculars, paintings, ceramics, and object of various types. Verdi and
Rossini, Eleonora Duse and Sarah Bernhardt, Fanny Elssler and Nijinsky: objects, papers,
and pictures narrate the lives and the art of these and other theatre geniuses. Especially
remarkable is the bronze mould used to create the masks of Commedia dell’Arte, on which
different noses and parts were applied to obtain various face expressions.
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The partial destruction inflicted
on La Scala by the Second World
War illustrated the historic and
current value of this theatre to the
enthusiasts of Melodrama. In-
deed, among the main supporters
of its rebuilding was Arturo To-
scanini. Due to the Maestro’s ef-
forts, which raised the required
funds, including foreign dona-
tions, the theatre reopened in
1946. Once again, La Scala pro-
vided the country with an exam-
ple. In this ruined country, reope-
ning the temple of opera represen-

ted a message of hope and resur-
rection, both necessary to collect
energies for the country’s recovery.
This may be a reason why the start
of La Scala’s season, traditionally
on 7th September, the day of city's
patron Sant’Ambrogio, has acqui-
red a nationwide significance.

Equally important are the ballet
performances. La Scala houses a
prestigious academy where this di-
scipline is taught. Many dancers
have danced the “farewell step” on
La Scala’s stage, before becoming
international stars.
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The “Zucca in Galleria” bar was the favourite for Verdi and Toscanini who used to go there
after the end of a performance at La Scala, as well as many artists and political and cultural
personalities. This public house was a preferred venue for Milan’s cultural and historical
events; therefore it gradually became a real symbol of the city. Even today, having an appe-
tizer (aperitivo) at “Zucca in Galleria” is much of a rite, performed on the background pro-
vided by the wooden counter carved by Eugenio Quarti, a famous cabinet artist of early
1900s, the chandeliers made by Mazzucotelli, the only “blacksmith” ever able to turn cast
iron into works of art, and the Art Nouveau mosaic by Angelo d’Andrea, whose cascades of
flowers and multicoloured birds capture the most authentic essence of Milan.
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The historic core of Milan also
hosts another theatre, less famous
than La Scala but just as important.
It is the Teatro Litta, occupying a
wing of the noble palace Arese-Lit-
ta. Funded by Bartolomeo Arese, it
is an interesting example of Lom-
bard Baroque style, with strictly no-
ble origins. This so-called teatro del
principe (pince’s theatre), true to the
Renaissance model, contributed to

the prerogatives of the Italian ari-
stocracy: to cultivate magnificence,
refinement, artistic taste, both as a
duty and a right derived from their
privileged position. The Teatro Lit-
ta, similarly to other Italian theatres,
was conceived for the entertainment
of its owner and guests. Currently,
however, it is open to the public and
organises concerts, drama perfor-
mances and cultural events.
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The Teatro Litta has been setting up theatre performances in the schools of Milan for
over ten years. They are born of classroom activities with children. The goal of the
program is to provide pupils with the opportunity to take part in a stage experience
in a space expressly conceived for drama action. Further, such activities can be a
very effective tool for helping students, especially those having learning difficulties.
The project also involves guided tours for pupils to explore and see behind the scenes
of the Teatro Litta, a typical example of Italian-style theatre and one of the oldest in
Milan.

Literature

O signore dal tetto natìo / ci chiamasti con santa promessa. / Noi siam corsi all’invito di

un pio, / giubilando per l’aspro sentier. / Ma la fronte avvilita e dimessa / hanno i servi

già baldi e valenti! / Deh, non far che ludibrio alle genti / sieno, Cristo, i tuoi fidi guerrier.

/ O fresch’aure volanti su vaghi / ruscelletti dei prati lombardi! / Fonti eterne! Purissimi

laghi / o vigneti indorati dal sol! / Dono infausto, crudele è la mente / che vi pinge sì veri

agli sguardi, / ed al labbro più dura e cocente / fa la sabbia d’un arido suol!

Temistocle Solera, I Lombardi alla prima crociata, musica di Giuseppe Verdi, 1843
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stigious features of the city. The
theatre, designed by the famous ar-
chitect Antonio Galli Bibiena,
stands out as a splendid and har-
monious blending between Baro-
que taste and perspective accuracy;
in fact, its stage is in such a position

Influenced by La Scala and the lo-
ve for Melodrama, other Lombard
cities equipped themselves with
theatres imitating its splendour. 

Pavia’s Teatro Fraschini, dedicated
to the local tenor Gaetano Fraschi-
ni, represents one of the most pre-

Originally named “Nobile Condominio”, Pavia’s Teatro Fraschini was inaugurated on May
24th, 1773, with a performance of the opera drama ”Il Demetrio”, composed by the

Bohemian Giuseppe Mjsliveczek, based on the libretto by Pietro Metastasio. Inside, there are
an upper circle and four tiers of seats, each of which represents one specific architectural

order: the first, Doric; the second, Ionic; the third, Corinthian; the fourth, Actic.
Since being created in 1869, the theatre has been served as an inherently public facility, sup-
porting local drama and music productions. To date, it continues to symbolise the culture and

the collective dimension of Pavia’s society.
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Lecco’s Teatro Comunale “Della Società” was built on request of limited elites of noble
and bourgeois families. However, very soon it was opened to the whole population, as
demonstrated by the adding of the loggione (the upper galley); this being due to the
association promoting the construction of the theatre, arguing that letting people watch
shows was far better than having them wandering in and out of taverns. Many enlarge-
ment, recovery, and restoration interventions on the structure have been undertaken. In
particular, remarkable is the fresco on the vaulted ceiling, performed by Orlando Sora
in 1979.

that the protagonist performs in the
very centre of the room. The Teatro
della Società in Lecco, though
being born in the second half of
1800s, reproduces the neoclassical
style of La Scala, purposely referred
to as a model. The name itself em-

phasises its closeness to the city’s so-
ciety. In fact the theatre, situated
among the city buildings, together
with which it creates an infrastruc-
ture, provides the city with both
services and, perhaps more, an
identity.
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Bergamo's Teatro Donizetti (se-
cond to La Scala in fame and tra-
dition) epitomises this. By the end
of 1700s several city laws required
the theatres to be provisional
structures, meaning wooden, so
that they could be assembled at
the beginning and demolished at
the end of each season. Such an

oddness was probably a heritage
from the Middle Ages’ diffidence
(at times real hostility) towards
drama art, whose freedom of
speech and criticism annoyed the
rulers. It was to enterprising bour-
geois Bortolo Riccardi’s merit that
Bergamo has a permanent theatre.
He succeeded in eluding the pu-
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Bergamo’s Teatro Donizetti (competing with La Scala in terms of fame and tradition)
hosts the biennial event “Gaetano Donizetti e il suo tempo”, established in 1982 to
remember the great composer’s work with respect to the then musical, cultural, and
social climate. Furthermore, on every February, an important series of jazz concerts is
held. High-calibre musicians, from Ornette Coleman, to John Scofield, Michel Portal,
Bill Frisell, and Lee Konitz have trodden these boards.

blic building laws and had made
a brick construction to replace the
provisional one and – countering
numerous arguments and difficul-
ties – had it opened in 1791, gi-
ving it his name. Six years later it
was destroyed by a fire, maybe so-
mehow related to the extremely
conflictual environment in which

it had been funded. The theatre
was finally rebuilt and named af-
ter the most famous Lombard
composer, Donizetti from Berga-
mo, whose art is also remembered
in the yearly event “Gaetano Do-
nizetti e il suo tempo”, attended
by many international connois-
seurs.
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Because of the partial destruction inflicted to La Scala by bombing raids of 1943, the
perfomances organised by glorious La Scala moved transiently to Como’s Teatro
Sociale. The artistic history of this musical institution is something Como people are
rightly proud of. In fact, the theatre has welcomed eminent figures of composers and
performers, from Niccolò Paganini to Franz Liszt and, in more recent days, Arturo
Benedetti Michelangeli and Riccardo Muti. But the musical repertoire of the Teatro
Sociale does not merely consist of classic works. On its stage, jazz stars such as Gerry
Mulligan and Michel Petrucciani have performed in unforgettable concerts.
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The “Claudio Monteverdi festival”, by now celebrating its 20th edition, is held between
May and June at Cremona’s Teatro Ponchielli. It shows how intense the interest for

Baroque music is. Consistent with a two-fold vision typical of those ancient times, the
festival presents a repertoire both sacred and secular, alternating liturgical pieces, erot-

ic madrigals, and convivial compositions. During a past edition, the great contempo-
rary composer Michael Nyman altered and contaminated with electronic influences the

repertoire of Monteverdi, hence turned into a choreography track, which is another
sign of Baroque modernity.

The tribulations of Cremona's
Teatro Ponchielli are similar to
Bergamo’s. This theatre too was
built in wood. It opened in 1747
and was destroyed by flames twi-
ce. Today, through its large stage
and qualitative program, its cultu-
ral value is measurable on a na-
tionwide scale.

No theatre is an island, relatively
to the host city. This is especially
true for the Ponchielli, conside-
ring the artisan vocation, entirely
devoted to music, of Cremona,
which has conquered itself a pla-
ce universally in the field of liute-
ria (the production of handmade
stringed instruments). This inimi-
tably classy production has deep
roots in the Italian attitude to mu-
sic and in a craft which blurs into
legend. However, the secret is be-
fore everybody’s eyes, in the sug-
gestive image of violins drying in
the open air, hence giving the ur-
ban landscape an unmistakable
colour.
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Handcraft

The root of the term mestiere is to be related to the French mystere. The craft was indeed a

set of secret, often jealously preserved. If this is true for any kind of artisan workshop, it

especially true for liutai’s activity, whose secret remains concealed. Even if many have tried

to unveil it by employing sophisticated lab technologies, the sound of the instruments that

they produce is still inimitable.

These days the violin makers’ shops, more charming than legend, eternalise the ancient

fathers’ art, as ancient as the materials they use, as the streets and the porches of the town.

Surely the present offers new “tools of the trade”, as the electronic tester to measure the

speed of sound through the wooden item, but results do not vary: the liuteria from Cremona

remains unmatchable. These pieces of art, today as in the past, have often been in the

centre of complicated adventures, either literary or authentic, about thefts, disappearing,

and substitutions. For example, the international press showed a certain interest in brilliant

cello player Yo Yo Ma’s absent-mindnesss, when she forgot her Stradivari (valued in some

millions of dollars) in a New York cab.
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The theatre and the city grow to-
gether, shaped by the touch of an
always-changing artistic taste. Bre-
scia’s Teatro Grande still keeps it
eighteen-century baroque façade,
while the remaining parts have
dramatically evolved throughout
three centuries. The result is a par-
ticularly decorated building, sho-
wing mirrors, portals, sculptures,

frescoes, balconies reflecting baro-
que and neoclassical themes. The
foyer and hall are undoubtedly
magnificent.

The Teatro Grande is related in a
special way to the opera “Madama
Butterfly”. It was modified by
Puccini following the opening
night’s fiasco in La Scala, to later
gain a huge success in Brescia.
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In May and June, the International Piano Competition named after the great virtuoso
Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli takes place. Established in 1964 as homage to the
maestro, today the event has become one of the world’s most renowned piano festi-
vals. It consists of some thirty concerts performed in two venues: Brescia’s Teatro
Grande and Bergamo’s Teatro Donizetti. Each year the contest, in which the most
gifted young talents and orchestras from all over the world take part, focuses on the
work by a specific composer or on a specific period of history.
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Theatre is about the universe of
emotions, which can be expressed
but not conserved, existing wi-
thout ever becoming tangible.
Therefore, while figurative and
plastic arts are subject to Apollo,
god of stable balance, harmony,
proportions, theatre is subjected
to Dionysus, god of inebriation,
liberated instincts, expanded per-
ceptions, continuous evolutions.
The theatrical building is the mee-
ting point between the two
realms. The geometric thinking
and the masonry art create the
space to host that which cannot be
said, cannot last, the art that only
exists when taking place.

This attribute applies to any ar-
chitectural work, but this peculiar
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Mantua’s Teatro Scientifico is the focal point of the “Festivaletteratura” (literature festival), a
happening conceived by its organisers as a really citywide experience. Even since its birth, in
1997, a number of famous writers and artist have been participating in the festival. This is
articulated into different events: from the exchange of books, that you can barter, take and
leave, to “Ad alta voce” (Reading aloud), a reading marathon conducted by writers, poets,
and actor sharing with the audience their favourite reads. Also, a particular initiative has
been launched, to provide people with a Mantua postcard, so that they can recount their own
festival, in the light of the path among different events that they themselves have followed.

link comes into evidence at Man-
tua's Teatro Scientifico. The Ac-
cademia dei Timidi commissioned
the architect Antonio Bibiena to
plan a theatre aligned with the
academic concern for erudition,
more focused on the hearing and
mind than on the visual percep-
tion of scenic action and settings.
The genius in Bibiena accepted
this challenge and created a thea-
tre so stately, it was the first of its
size. It was enriched by decora-
tions fit for the splendid Gonzaga’s
city. Mozart, who performed a
bright and triumphal improvisa-
tion in 1770, was so stricken by it
that he wrote to his wife that he
had never seen such a marvellous
theatre before.
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Sabbioneta derives from a design devoid of memory (because it does not want to take into
account any pre-existing reality) and history (because its being an ideal model of perfection

inhibits any possible successive evolution). All the elements (the walls,
the urban plan, the main square as emblem of religious and political power) giving substance

to the normal cities require processes of centuries, but here developed in a few decades. Then,
this urban organism is not a city, but rather a scenography, a theatre-city, not by chance con-
taining the Teatro all’Antica, a noble drama space much owing to the Classic idealism. The
complex formed by the city and the theatre provides a nearly metaphysical image of reality.
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A leading rank among the histo-
rical Lombard theatres is held by
Sabbioneta’s Teatro Olimpico. It is
part of a larger concept of ideal
city, in which the theatre find its
place in the wider, theatrical, con-
text of streets, squares and palaces,
according to the Renaissance spa-
ce utopia.

The Teatro Olimpico makes real
duke Vespasiano Gonzaga’s dream;

he charged the architect Vincenzo
Scamozzi with planning a theatre
suitable to an inherently scenogra-
phic city, nearly a theatre within the
theatre. Made under the canons of
classic architecture, the Teatro
Olimpico is a jewel of well balanced
forms, showing an extremely char-
ming and effective perspective, en-
hanced by the sober classic elegan-
ce of the statues in the peristyle.

Literature

I remained in the dark. I did not see Giuseppina anymore, nor the Biassonnis, nor the

Pizzigonis, nor the grand officer Pesciatelli. Prey to a light palpitation, I asked my self what

was happening, as some trembling rocks suddenly appeared. Swelled, like a sail caressed

by the wind , to only later deflate, stagnated by the absence of wind. A few metres away

the sky at dawn, beaming an appropriate sapphire blue. Slightly greenish, on the side,

due to previous repair. From behind the rocks appeared a stout man and a portly woman,

wrapped in glass-studded tight clothing, provoking general curiosity. There was a familiar

sadness in the air. 

Indeed they started reproaching each other’s behaviours. She, former viper eyed, with

skylark-like trills; he, aggressively grumbling about the biggest absurdities. They were

seemingly shy at first, but how overcame that quickly!

Proud of the indigo, violet, and canary yellow lights projected upon them by the assistant

electricians, excited by the envy and admiration they were inciting into others, miserably

staying in the darkness; in the pauses they occasionally swallowed subtle saliva of their

grandiose ego.

Carlo Emilio Gadda, La Madonna dei filosofi, 1955
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Together with the Teatro Studio in via Rivoli, the Nuovo Piccolo Teatro, opened in 1997, forms
a new theatre centre, by this making real the project of the Teatro Europa, strongly desired by

Strehler. Both theatres have been planned by the architect Marco Zanuso In the case of the
Teatro Studio, the plan modified the pre-existing Teatro Fossati; as for the Nuovo Piccolo

Teatro, a completely new facility was planned, with a capacity of 1200 seats. The materials
adopted, bricks, was made accordingly to the Lombard tradition. The theatre complex,

designed by Strehler as a factory of dreams and reality, is meant to be a “big machine”, pro-
viding the city with an efficient and modern show facility.

rious cultural operation started in a
quite narrow (hence piccolo, mea-
ning small) hall in Via Rovello. For
some twenty years the theatre had
just five hundred seats. None the
less its managers, driven by the
great ideal of spreading the theatri-
cal art, brought committed and
inexpensive shows to the working
class. Therefore the Piccolo Teatro
became one of the most vivid cul-
tural experiences of Italy, which in
turn gave birth to analogue expe-
riences in other Italian cities. Today
the theatre has three halls and an
international reputation earned
though the efforts of its founders.

Although opera is the most firmly
integrated tradition in the regional
story and society, prose has also
been able to find a major role in de-
veloping Lombard contemporary
culture. A significant contribution
in giving the Italian culture a Eu-
ropean scope is provided by the
Piccolo Teatro. It was created in
1947 due to the shared passion of
Paolo Grassi and Giorgio Strehler,
aiming to expand the Italian cultu-
re beyond its then provincialism,
by offering the Milanese audience
the works written by the greatest
playwrights of 1900, namely
Brecht. This ambitious and glo-
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Its seminal action has been able
to cultivate a challenging and re-
ceptive audience, concurrently
becoming a drama academy and a
theoretical theatre workshop. It is
also for this reason that Milan
(and the rest of Lombardy, too)

are today very involved in experi-
mentation and avant-garde. 

This creative sector is flouris-
hing, to the point of being largely
represented in many experiences,
some more famous, some less.
Very well known and established

The design of the Teatro degli Arcimboldi developed by the architecture firm Gregotti
Associati International with the aim of being integrated into Bicocca quarter has been con-

ceived as a scheme to regenerate an urban area. Also, thanks to its fortunate position, it can
serve a large audience both from the centre and from the outskirts of Milan. The capacity of
the theatre is round 2400 spectators, divided between the large ground floor (structured on

two linked levels) and the upper circle (divided into two out-jetting balconies). The whole
building is modelled according a geometrical concept of space, obtained through using

essential geometric forms. The Teatro degli Arcimboldi, that hosts classic and opera perform-
ances, will become the second Milan’s opera house.
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Milan’s Auditorium was created in 1999 by altering an existing movie theatre. Very
soon it became one of the main culture centres in the city. The facility was conceived as
a multipurpose hall for any type of music, as well as for broadcasting performances via
satellite television and wide-screen film projections. The main hall has a capacity of
about 1400 seats, distributed in the spoon-shaped ground floor and the tiered upper
circle, extending above the hall with its curvilinear parapet. The Auditorium has an
excellent acoustics, also obtained by fixing pear-wood panels (bent into different
shapes) onto the ceiling and the walls. 

places exist, such as the Teatro
dell’Elfo, once featuring a young
Gabriele Salvatores, the Teatro Pa-
renti and the Teatro dei Filo-
drammatici, current examples
and spurs for young talented peo-
ple creatively pursuing new forms

of expression. A particular case is
that of Teatro degli Arcimboldi.
It was created to host La Scala's
performances during the many
years of its restoration and, con-
currently, to requalify an urban
suburb.
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Apart from – or, rather, in spite of
– the great and celebrated theatres
covered with tradition and glory,
there is a somewhat wild, hidden
genre which has reached high levels
of inventiveness and enjoys appre-
ciation among the audience. It is
the case of cabaret  (stand up co-
medy). Milan has brought up great
artists in this field which has risen
to get a strength, nearly an emblem

of the city’s identity. The historic
Derby is where highly appreciated
actors such as Enzo Jannacci, Nan-
ni Svampa, Paolo Villaggio, and
Diego Abatantuono made their de-
buts, bringing into scene a metro-
politan and funny way of life and
becoming heralds of modernity. Af-
ter the Derby’s decline and closure,
today the Zelig became and is still
the cradle of the new comic talents.
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Far away from the sparkling chan-
deliers of La Scala, but impregnated
with the atmosphere of Lombard
folklore, Dario Fo is one of the
most eminent figures of contempo-
rary dramatic art, risen from the
fertile substrate of traditional thea-
tre. Throughout his vast work he
has been able to conjugate the pul-
ses of modernity with a reviewing of
the street theatre, ennobling its is-

sues and expressive style. There
would be no point in searching for
the ideal place for Fo’s theatre. By its
typical nature, it enlarges beyond its
physical limits and acknowledges its
only territory as the language, that
hybrid padano dialect used by this
magnetic and crazy jester, awarded
the Nobel Prize in a cold Scandina-
vian capital, to enchant the audien-
ces all over Europe.
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